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He was known as the leader of the summer session, Gene and Finny's friendship goes through a period of fun,
one-sided rivalry during which Gene strives to out-do Finny academically, since he believes Finny is trying to
out-do him. Phineas is a prophet, a boy so convinced in his own convictions that he can persuade anyone to
not only do anything, but also believe in why they are doing it. He forms a society around the event. He is a
prodigious athlete, succeeding in every sport until his leg is shattered in his fall from the tree. Leper sends
Gene word that he has "escaped" from the army, and Gene goes to visit him at his home in Vermont. But it's
only the fat old men who get the joke. You be the fool now. Plot summary[ edit ] Gene Forrester, the
protagonist, returns to his old prep school, Devon a thinly veiled portrayal of Knowles's alma mater, Phillips
Exeter Academy 15 years after he graduated, to visit two places he regards as "fearful sites": a flight of marble
stairs and a big tree by the river from which he caused his friend, Phineas, to fall. The Happy Ending in A
Separate Peace, a Novel by John Knowles Although John Knowles novel A Separate Peace seems rather bleak
at most points, it does overall end happily because the bad things pave way for the good, the hero completes
his quest, and in the death of Phineas Finny there is renewal of Life with World War II is taking place and has
a prominent effect on the story. The quiet atmosphere of Devon was rudely interrupted as the maids and
harvesters were called Phineas is a mischievous and vibrant person who brings other characters together for
sports and other adventurous experiences. His name was David Hackett , and Knowles met him during a
six-week summer session at Exeter in  Gene is so worried about his own insecurities he mistakes Phineas's
confidence for worldly assurance. This conflict is best Rather, these texts amplify struggles and cause
problems for the characters detrimental to their coming of age, presenting overwhelming The results are a
turning point in the book. Leper is angry, delusional, and shows hate that Gene never knew existed. Gene feels
so guilty that he tells Finny that he caused Finny's fall. Because of his "accident", Finny learns that he will
never again be able to compete in sports, which are most dear to him. Although war results in the facade of
victory for one side, no true winner exists, because under this triumphant semblance lies the true cost of this
plague, the magnified suffering of And Phineas of course. A medicinal drug It is the vulnerable, innocent, and
naive ones who do not survive. Gene also discovers that Leper's dark centre is not as well hidden as he had
imagined. An analysis of A Farewell to Arms in the background of A separate Peace War, deeply intertwined
with human existence, overshadows action with impasse and ideals with sterility. He must also fight his
psychological problems and his fears of war. Late in the novel, Leper goes insane from the stress of his
enlistment in the army. Brinker is a friend of Gene and Phineas, and he is the only individual, other than
Leper, to imply that Gene was responsible for Finny's accident. Eleven publishers turned down A Separate
Peace.


